Forecasting of financial data has been a field of research since the efficiency of prediction is essential for strategical decision making. Forecasting exchange rates is not a simple task because it is influenced by many factors and linear models are not able to capture nonlinear relationships in the data. Therefore ANNs have been used in financial forecasting problems since it is capable of handling complex data. The aim of this study is to consider predictive accuracy of ANNs with normalized back propagation using the historical Euro and Turkish Lira (EUR/TRY) exchange rates. The data is obtained from CBRT (Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey) over the period 2010-2013. Several factors affect the accuracy of neural network in the implementation process. Various structures are built by changing the number of neurons, transfer functions and learning algorithms to acquire higher performance. This empirical research has been a comparative study of accuracy in different ANN architectures also in different time horizons. The results are evaluated by MSE (Mean Squared Error) values of each case and it has been found out that ANNs can closely forecast the future EUR/TRY exchange rates.
Introduction
The currency exchange market (FOREX) has its own irregularity. Foreign exchange rates are influenced by many economic, political and psychological factors. Forecasting exchange rates is not a simple task because of these unstable factors. Investors trade currencies to benefit from fluctuations of exchange rates. Efficient predictions are quite important for decision making of future investments. Researchers have developed many models for forecasting time series like HMM (The Hidden Markov Model), GLAR (Generalized linear autoregression), ARIMA (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Averages. These linear methods are easy to implement and they are also relatively simple to understand. But linear models are not able to capture any nonlinear relationships in the data (Zhang, 2003) .
The first forecasting approach is reported in (Theil, 1966) . The Box-Jenkins forecasting (Box and Jenkins, 1970 ) based on auto-regression integrated moving-average (ARIMA) models is specified as an effective method. The forecasting of financial activities reported are interest rate forecasting exchange rate forecasting stock market forecasting and bankruptcy prediction. Since the linear models are not able to analyze nonlinear relationships ANN is a well suited model for the time series data. New types of neural networks are developed to get higher accuracy; these models are RNN, FLANN, FLANN-KR, CFLANN, PSN, RBF and many others. These models have superior efficiency and forecasting seems promising with these newly introduced models.
Therefore, we utilized ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) model with back propagation to see its applicability in financial prediction problems and if it outperforms existing models since ANNs classify objects rather simply, it can take complex data as input, derives rules based on those data, and makes decisions. Our aim is to train the ANN to predict the EUR/TRY exchange rate. We tried to increase the accuracy by using appropriate transfer functions, neuron number or learning algorithms. Empirical analysis is performed with MATLAB using the dataset obtained from Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT).
The challenges of analyzing financial time series
Forecasting exchange rates is a common financial problem that is receiving attention although it has difficulties. Because of the following factors the situation requires function approximators, like ANN, that can hold nonlinear functions. Table 1 . shows the forecasting studies and models employed for those works. The macroeconomic time series is very noisy. There exists sudden decrease and increase in data. The reason for the noise is the collection techniques of data that affect the economy (Yıldız, 2006) .
Traditional macroeconomic time series models are linear. Time series have a chaotic behaviour (Torkamani, Mahmoodzadeh, Pourroostaei and Lucas, 2007) However, many economist researchers recommend the use of nonlinear models for predicting the future rates, because of the failure of linear models the use of artificial neural networks will be advantageous for prediction (Lendasse, De Bodt, Wertz and Verleysen, 2000).
Artificial Neural Networks (Ann) Model
Neural networks is a mathematical model inspired by biological neural networks. Researchers are designing ANNs to solve a variety of problems in pattern recognition, prediction, optimization, associative memory, and classification. Multi Layer perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward neural network which is commonly used in forecasting problems. An MLP consists of an input layer and an output layer, with one or more hidden layers in between (http://neuroph.sourceforge.net/tutorials/MultiLayerPerceptron.html). Usually the input units only hold the input signal without any processing. Computation occurs in neurons in the hidden layers and the output layer. Figure 1 . Summing and Threshold Process in a Perceptron (http://radio.feld.cvut.cz/matlab/toolbox/nnet/percep10.html) A neuron is a processing unit in a neural network. A single layer feed-forward network may have one or more output neurons, each of which is connected with a weight w to all of the inputs i. The input p is multiplied by the weight w, and then it is sent to the summer. The other input, 1, is multiplied by a bias b and then sent to the summer. The summer output n goes into a transfer function which produces the output "a" as in the Figure 1 .
An Artificial Neuron
The network output can be written as:
Where m is the number of inputs. The node that generates an output according to a transfer function called the activation function  (Kröse and Van Der Smagt, 1996).
Perceptron Learning Rule
If an input vector is presented and the output of the neuron is correct a = t e = t -a = 0 Where "a" denotes output and "t" target value, then the weight vector w is not altered. If the neuron output is 0 and should have been 1 a = 0 t = 1 e = t -a = 1 Then the input vector p is added to the weight vector w, weigh is adjusted. If the neuron output is 1 and should have been 0 a = 1 t = 0 e= t -a = -1 The input vector p is subtracted from the weight vector w (Fausett, 1994 ).
Multilayer Perceptron
MLPs are feed-forward NNs, generally trained with a back-propagation algorithm. They are the most commonly used types of artificial networks in financial time-series forecasting. The training of the MLP network is processed on a three layered architecture (Du and Swamy, 2006) . A sample MLP is shown on the figure 2.
Source: (Simon, 2012) 
Backpropagation
Backpropagation is an abbreviation for "backward propagation of errors", is a common method of training artificial neural networks. The network training is an iterative process.
The processes for developing the back-propagation neural network model are as follows. It starts with deciding the architecture and parameters, the weight initialization. It's followed by training till the number of iterations reached or the error is acceptable. Then the network with the minimum error is chosen to forecast the outcome (Jain, Mao and Mohiuddin, 1996) .
The training of the network, which is the adjustment of its weights in the way that the network maps the input value of the training data to the corresponding output value, the learning algorithm simply tries to find those weights which minimize the error.
Where p T is the transpose of the input value. The training of a network is stopped when the mean squared error is at minimum (Philip, Taofiki and Bidemi, 2011).
Results can be evaluated using MSE. It's the most commonly used error metric with the formula:
Where Q represents the number of forecast values used in computing (Evans, 2007) . The network parameters are then estimated by fitting the training data using the iterative procedure backpropagation of errors.
Empirical analysis

Data collection
Our inputs used in the implementation process are obtained from CBRT website over the period 01.01.2010 to 01.01.2013, shown in the table 2. (http://evds.tcmb.gov.tr/yeni/cbt-uk.html). We tried to select the parameters which have the greatest influence on fluctuations of EUR/TRY currencies. We have used four datasets formed to forecast 150 days, 3 months, 1 month and 1 week of EUR/TRY parity. The 150 days forecast dataset is segmented into two parts, %80 training set and %20 test set. To forecast 3 months horizon we've chosen last 60 workdays for test set, for 1 month forecast last 20 days and for 1 week forecast we've chosen last 5 days. Totally the dataset contains 756 working days. 
Building the network
The network is asked to predict the next value in the time sequence, thus we have one output neuron. The number of inputs is the number of parameters except the target EUR/TRY parity. The most challenging part is the selection of number of hidden layer neurons. Researchers developed some rules; however it's about the ability of the designer. In a network having n inputs and m outputs, the number of neurons in hidden layer can be squareroot of (n•m). The result can be in the interval of 1.5 times the formula above to 2 times the formula (Yıldız, 2006) .
All simulations run for 5000 iterations during the learning phase (epochs), learning rate is 0.2 and the other characteristics are shown in the Table 3 . All standard experiments are done using 8-10-1 structure with tansig-logsig-purelin transfer functions, as the learning algorithm trainbr is preferred. 
Implementation
The current values of the EUR/TRY exchange rate, together with other economical indicators are used to forecast the EUR/TRY exchange rate for a week, a month, 3 months and 150 days time. For forecasting next three months there is going to be 60 working days to predict to forecast the EUR/TRY exchange rate for next one month there is going to be 20 working days.
The evaluation is done for four different forecast horizons under the titles effects of used learning algorithm, effects of change in number of neurons in hidden layer and effects of used transfer functions. MLP with normalized backpropagation is used for training and efficiency of each situation is evaluated with MSE (Mean Squared Error) with the formula 
Where Q represents the number of forecast values used in computing (Evans, 2007) . Then the results are analyzed for identifying the effects of changes in the network.
Experimental results
Each section below studies the effect of different architectures on forecasting results.
Effects of used Learning Algorithm
After trials we observed that the most accurate prediction is 1-week forecast with trainbr and the closest is with trainlm shown in the Table 4 . Higher accuracies are recorded in the short term forecasts. The algorithms traingd, trainscg and trainoss weren't applicable to most of the structures, thus they're not shown on the experimental results. Figure 3 and also Table 5 shows the target and obtained output values for the best accuracy structure. 
Effects of Change in Number of Neurons in Hidden Layer
We identified the number of inputs same as the number of parameters used in data collection and the output as one neuron which is the next day forecast. The structure with the neuron numbers 8-5-1, 8-10-1 and 8-20-1 are givenin Table 6 . The neuron number of the hidden layer is increased for all forecast horizons. Figure 4 also Table 7 shows the target and obtained output values for the best accuracy structure. The following figure shows The Best Result of 1-Week Forecast with MSE=0.000267. 
Effects of Used Transfer Functions
We applied different combinations of transfer functions and achieved results are given in Table 8 . In the figure 5 and also Table 9 the Target-Output comparison of the best accuracy structure is given. The following figure shows the most accurate of the tests which produced the minimum MSE. 
Discussions and conclusions
The comparison of best results with respect to the forecast horizons shows that the 1-week forecasts are the most reliable. As in the given Table 10 and Table 11 we've observed that the network is efficient in short term forecasting much more than long horizon forecasts. Furthermore, we analyzed the effects of neuron number in the hidden layer and we observed that the increase is not directly proportional with the increase of the accuracy.
This study points out that the choice of the number of neurons effects the performance of the neural network. But increase in number of neurons doesn't increase the performance. Also, the experiment results showed that the success of a neural network is very sensitive to the chosen learning algorithms and transfer functions in the training process. During our study we observed that the network is efficient in short term forecasting much more than long horizon forecasts. When the outputs of the model were compared with the actual outputs, the curves showing the desired output and the actual output looked identical; which shows the success of the model. Future work will be focused on enhancement of model's design and parameters used in dataset, also hybrid models can be developed for superior results. Also number of inputs can be increased by using a dataset over more years. The improvements in artificial intelligence technologies can provide us new ideas in the design of neural networks and make more efficient forecasts.
